
!
Williams, Michael. Now Is the Time for Running. New York: 

Little, Brown and Company, 2011. Print. 
Zephaniah, Benjamin. Refugee Boy. (Lemn Sissay, trans). 

London: Bloomsbury Methuen Drama.  
    	
 2013.	
!

Selected articles/books and resources will also be used to guide the 
workshop: !

Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi. "The Danger of a Single 
Story." TED Talks. TEDGlobal. July, 2009. Web. 

Crandall, Bryan Ripley. "Venglish." The Pressures of 
Teaching; How Teachers Cope with Classroom 
Stress. Ed. Robbins, Maureen Picard. New York: 
Kaplan Publishing, 2010. 13-24. Print. 

John, W. S. (2009). Outcasts United; A Refugee Team, an 
American Town. New York: Spiegel & Grau. 

Refugee Children & Youth Backgrounds. International 
Rescue Committee. 2006 

Roxas, K. (2008). Who Dares to Dream The American 
Dream? Multicultural Education, 16(2), 2-9.  

Roxas, K. (2010). Tales from the Front Line: Teachers' 
Responses to Somali Bantu Refugee Students. 
Urban Education, 46(3), 513-548.  

Roxas, K. (2010). Who really wants "The tired, the poor, and 
the huddled masses" anyway?: Teachers' use of 
cultural scripts with refugee students in public 
schools. Multicultural Perspectives, 12(2), 65-73.  

Roxas, K., & Roy, L. (2012). "That's How We Roll": A Case 
Study of a Recently Arrived Refugee Student in an 
Urban High School. The Urban Review, 44(4). 	


Roy, L. A., & Roxas, K. C. (2011). Whose Deficit Is This 
Anyhow? Exploring Counter-Stories of Somali 
Bantu Refugees' Experiences in "Doing School". 
Harvard Educational Review, 81(3), 521-541.  

 Story Maps:  http://storymaps.esri.com/stories/2013/refugee-
camps/ ! !

!
Questioning ‘the What’ of Refugee 

Narratives: Framing Global Awareness 
Through Young Adult Literature	
!

The Dinka believe the secret gift went to the people of the West. It 
helped them invent and explore and build and become strong. 
Meanwhile the Dinka never built factories or highways or cars or 
planes. They were content to be farmers and cattle raisers. They lived 
happily for centuries. ~ John Dau, Lost Boy, Lost Girl: Escaping Civil 
War in Sudan !

Dr. Bryan Ripley Crandall 
Connecticut Writing Project at Fairfield 

Fairfield University !
Louisiana State University Young Adult 

Literature Conference ’14 !!

http://storymaps.esri.com/stories/2013/refugee-camps/


     English language learners, including refugee students with 
interrupted formal education  (DelliCarpini, 2008; Fox, Kitsantas, & 
Flowers, 2008; Fu, 2007), are the largest growing population in high 
schools across the United States (Ballantyne, Sanderman, & Levy, 
2008; Freeman & Freeman, 2009). Relocated have many needs upon 
entering American communities, yet school remains a primary 
location for the enculturation of refugee youth. Students with limited 
and interrupted formal education represent 25% of the English 
language learner population currently “mainstreamed into regular 
classrooms, where they study alongside their proficient English 
speaking peers learning the same curriculum” (Fu, 2007, p. 228). For 
this reason, Fu ( 2004, 2007) called for more research on SIFEs 
(students with limited and interrupted formal education) as they 
acclimate to a “print-literate society” (2007, p.14). 	

 At the same time, socioeconomics disparities witnessed by 
U.S. teachers often go unnoticed by politicians and policy makers 
(Portes & Smagorinsky, 2010; Roxas, 2008). In every school, 
poverty is powerlessness (Smith, 2007), even when classrooms are 
experiencing super-diversity (Vertovec, 2007) that are more likely 
than not representative of linguistic, racial, and capital diversity. On 
one hand, while refugee narratives are celebrated in mainstream 
culture to glorify an American Dream (e.g. Beah, 2008), the 
pervasiveness of poverty (Smith, 2005), tremendous achievement 
gaps (Roxas, 2008), and economic disparity in the United States 
remain. Reading young adult literature with refugee protagonists 
helps readers to explore the world in a deeper way. 
 The purpose of this workshop is look critically at narratives 
of refugee youth for the ways they can enhance literacy instruction of 
global history, colonialism, violence, tolerance, and humanitarian 
efforts. America is a nation built by newcomers, but it is also a land 
with its own histories of social injustice and inequities, including 
instruction marginalized populations are offered. Refugee narratives 
in young adult literature incite young people towards mature 
conversations about national and international disparities. !

!
June 2 - June 6 

Week Objectives !!
To read John Dau and Martha Akech’s 

Lost Boy, Lost Girl: Escaping Civil War in 

Sudan;  

To answer, “Why refugees?”; 

To answer, “Why young adult literature?”; 

To answer, “Why the two together?”; 

To read one additional YAL text; 

To collaborate thinking in response to all 

three questions above with the purpose to 

write informatively for others (e.g., 

presentation, publication) efforts. America 

is a nation built by newcomers, but it is 

also a land.	


!
!
!
!

        	




       Workshop Materials: required to read before the first day of the 
summer workshop	
!

Dau, J. B., & Akech, M. A. (2010). Lost Boy, Lost Girl; 
Escaping Civil War in   
         Sudan. Washington, D.C.: National Geographic 
Society. (This will be a shared, touchtone text) !

In addition to the above mentor text, students will pair up and 
explore at least one additional refugee narrative. Suggestions 
include: !

Beah, Ishmael. A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy 
Soldier. New York: Sarah Crichton Books, 2008. 
Print. 

Farish, Terry. The Good Braider. New york: Skyscape. 2012. 
Print 

Jal, Emmauel. War Child: A Child Soldier’s Story. New 
York: St. Martin’s Griffin. 2010. Print. 

Cooney, Caroline B. Diamonds in the Shadow. New York: 
Delacorte Press, 2007. Print. 

Dau, John Bul. God Grew Tired of Us: A Memoir. 
Washington, D.C.: National Geographic, 2007. Print. 

Kamara, Mariatu. The Bite of the Mango. Buffalo: Annick 
Press, 2008. Print. 

Lomong, Lopez, and Mark Tab. Running for My Life: One 
Lost Boy's Journey from the Killing Fields of Sudan 
to the Olympic Games. Nashville, TN: Thomas 
Nelson, 2012. Print. 

McCormick, Patricia. Never Fall Down. New York: Balzer 
and Bray. 2012. Print 

McDonnell, Faith J.H. and Grace Akallo. Girl Soldier: A 
Story of Hope for Northern Uganda’s 

 Children. New York: Chosen Books, 2007. 
Padian, Maria. Out of Nowhere. New York: Knopf Books for 

Young Readers, 2013. Print. 
Park, Linda Sue. A Long to Water: Based on a True Story. 

New York: Clarion Books, 2010. Print.	

Whitman, S. The Milk of Birds. New York: Atheneum Books. 

2014. 	


     Ladson-Billings (1995) asked educational researchers and 
teachers to rethink the texts used in schools for more culturally 
relevant pedagogy that: (1) supports the academic success for all 
students, (2) assists youth to develop and maintain cultural 
competence, and (3) promotes a critical consciousness for young 
people to challenge the status quo of current social orders. The 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (2009) reports 
that the continued relocation of refugee populations is imminent 
(Committee of Foreign Affairs, 2007) and the changing 
demographics will provide new challenges to educators in American 
schools. It is already known that teacher’s lack knowledge of the 
historical, political, and cultural backgrounds of the refugee 
experience (Roxas, 2010; Roy & Roxas, 2011) and that more 
diversity workshops, such as this one, can help teachers. 	

        For these reasons, this one-week workshop will promote the 
stories of relocated youth to gain global awareness and to ask critical 
questions about race, economics, educational access, and colonial 
histories. Participants in this workshop will be provided current 
research on relocated refugee youth in Western schools, an overview 
of the colonial roots that have caused civil disruption in the 20th and 
21st century, and tools for creating potential curriculum that 
encourages dialogue amongst young people while pondering 
humanitarian issues. Through the exploration of young adult novels, 
perennial questions to be explored are: 
• Why refugees?  
• Why poverty? 
• Why young adult literature? 
• Why the three together? 
The three questions are intentionally broad so teachers who 
participate in this workshop will have an opportunity to explore 
answers for themselves. As participants attend each sessions and 
write around these questions, they will be contributing a response 
towards a potential publication on why ‘Questioning ‘the What’ in 
refugee young adult novels is culturally relevant practice, especially 
at a time of Common Core State Standards.                                                                  
     The primary goal for this workshop will be a collaborative 
product written for The ALAN Review’s call “Race Matters: The 
Presence and Representation of Authors and Characters of Color in 
YA Literature” that is due July 1, 2014. Additionally, the product of 
this workshop has the potential to be used as a book chapter and for 
local, state, and national conferences. 



MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
!
Overview of weeklong 
workshop!!
Distribution of Lost Boy, 
Lost Girl by John Bul Dau 
and Martha Akech!!
Icebreaker & Introductions!!
Crandall’s Textual Lineage 
including J. Graham Brown 
School work and LWP!!
Setting up the task at hand: 
to write a piece of ALAN or 
the Bickmore Text: Why 
refugees? Why YAL? Why 
both together?!!
Choice Text - Goal: each of 
us will read one additional 
text this week and submit a 
two page think-piece on 
Friday: !!
   Context of text.!
   Summary of text.!
   Questions to ask text.!
   Questions to ask world.!
   Relevancy.!!
Begin Wall Work.!!
Tonight: Begin Lost Boy/
Lost Girl.!!
Scan: UNHCR Mid-Year 
Trends (2013) & Refugee 
Children (2006)!
  

!!!!!!!!!!!!
Presentation: Refugees, !
   Relocation, and 21st !
   Century Hunger Games.!!
Beginning a discussion of!
   Lost Boy, Lost Girl!!
Distributing research 
articles for homework - a 
puzzle reading of several 
articles that might help us 
to answer our questions:!
Why refugees? Why YAL? 
Why both together?!!
Tonight: Read article and 
continue reading YAL 
novel(s)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mini-presentations from 
puzzle reading articles:!!
   What does the article !
   contribute?!
   How does the article !
   relate to our teaching?!
   So, What?!!
Presentation: Local 
Literacies, Global Histories!
presentation.!!
Tonight: Read YAL novel(s)!!

!!!!!!!!
A look at digital resources.!!
A reference to Chimamanda 
Ngozi Adichie!!
A SKYPE conference with a 
special guest or two.!!
A brainstorming of 
potential audiences - how 
might the questions we ask 
change depending on the 
audiences we work with?!!
A discussion of 
interdisciplinary, cross-
curricular potential for 
refugee conversations.!!
A dialogue of CCSS!!
Tonight: Finish YAL novel, 
write think piece, prepare 
mini-presentation

!!!!!!!!!!!
Mini-Presentations: !!
  What I read.!
  Context of what I read.!
  Summary.!
  Questions I ask the text.!
  Questions I ask the world . !
  Relevancy.!!
Recapping the week.!!
Highlighting what we wish !
   to highlight.!!
High-Fives and Daps  !!
 !

Blueprint for the Week



!!
 


